
Eye images can be modified to remove 
iris pattern information while remaining 
usable for gaze estimation

Analysis of iris obfuscation: Generalising eye information 
processes for privacy studies in eye tracking.
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In this study we:
• Present methods that effecCvely prevent iris recogniCon while 

retaining uClity for gaze esCmaCon.
• Propose a framework that defines obfuscaCon and uClity as 

general concepts in eye-tracking.

INTRODUCTION
Iris paJerns are stable biometrics that can be used for personal 
idenCficaCon. Image-based eye-trackers capture high-quality eye 
images that may be used for iris recogniCon. This is undesirable for 
legal and ethical reasons since this sensiCve data is always present. 
We propose obfuscaCon methods that remove the iris paJern 
informaCon while retaining high uClity for gaze esCmaCon.

METHOD 
We propose a large number of candidate methods for obfuscaCon, 
the most important of which are shown below: 

Parameter op=misa=on: 
• OpCmal parameters are found using grid search and selecCng 

Pareto-opCmal points (We use the CASIA-V4 dataset for all 
experiments [4]).

• Precise security was measured as the probability of an aJacker 
finding a correct match given favourable condiCons*. Specifically, 
we find the maximum recall for a precision of 1. 

RESULTS 
Worst-case aJacker results. Lower recall is beJer (worse for the 
aJacker) and lower gaze error is beJer. Lines trailing off to the le[ 
indicate recalls of 0**: 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
• ObfuscaCon using the proposed methods is generally effecCve at 

prevenCng iris recogniCon using an iris-recogniCon system of 
reasonable precision derived from [1]. This is a significant 
improvement over previous studies [2, 3]. 

• ProbabilisCc aJacks are sCll possible, as shown in the graph above. 
• The framework introduced presenCng obfuscaCon and uClity in 

terms of noCons from informaCon theory is shown to be effecCve 
for understanding, evaluaCng and proposing similar systems that 
aim to remove informaCon in this manner. 

• Future work is aimed at deep learning based models and working 
towards more definiCve measures for determining risks. 
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Obfuscation: The process of making an 
information source unintelligible. 

Utility: The quality of a data sample with 
respect to a specific purpose.
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*Attacker has access to a labelled dataset of obfuscated images (image + identity) and can therefore optimise their iris-
recognition model to the specific obfuscation method used. More details in the paper. 
**The CASIA-V4 dataset only has 17864 possible positive matches when using all image combinations. The recall is 
therefore limited to a precision of  which is exactly the minimum value of the plot. In other words, the 0 values are 
not expected to actually be 0, they are simply below the precision limit. The limit also suggests that results close to it may be 
imprecise to sample variance.
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